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Our Mission
Welcome to LaFontaine Early Learning Center! Our goal is to partner
with you to create positive experiences and foster independence for your
early learner in a safe and transparent environment. We’re happy that you
chose us to assist in the development of your child!
In the following pages is some important information. You may be familiar with some of it and you may recall some of these topics as part of your
tour of our facility. Please use this handbook as a resource to help you become more familiar with the practices of LaFontaine Early Learning Center.

General Information

Hours: The ELC is open from 7:30am - 5:30pm. For those that need a drop-off time before 7:30,
please note that you may arrive as early as 7:15. However, our teachers also arrives at 7:15. You
are welcome to join them as they arrive to school. Pickups after 5:30 are considered late and a
fee of $1.00 per minute that you are late will be added to your monthly statement. It is important
to us to respect the time our teachers have with their families.
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Finances: For any questions or concerns regarding tuition,contact Jenny Jasinski at
jenny@lafontaineprep.org.
Returned Checks and Late Payments: For the first returned check there will be a $10 charge. For
any subsequent returned checks there will be a $25 charge. Tuition not received within 5 days of
the due date will be charged a $25 late fee.
Non-payment of tuition is grounds for immediate dismissal from our centers. Timely payments
are essential for continued enrollment at LaFontaine Early Learning Center. However, if you
anticipate difficulty in paying on time, please discuss this matter with our Director of Finance
immediately. Jenny Jasinski can be contacted by emailing jenny@lafontaineprep.org.
Withdrawing: Should you choose to withdraw your child, we require two weeks of notification.
Please inform Mrs. Karen Phillips at karen@lafontaineelc.org to state your child’s final day. If your
end date needs to be extended please email Mrs.
Phillips and she will determine our ability to accommodate an extension. Tuition will be prorated
for the unused weeks during your child’s last month. If two weeks notification is not received,
payment for that time is expected.
Pick Up List: Custodial parents and only those listed on the child’s approved
pick-up list are permitted to pick a child up. Driver’s licenses will be checked before a teachers
member will release a child. This practice may cease when the teachers becomes familiar with
the parents or approved pick-up persons. The child must be signed out on Brightwheel at the
time of pick up.
Parent “No Contact” List: If there is a person, or persons, your child is not allowed to be in contact with, the ELC will make every effort to satisfy your wishes. We may require additional documents stating the terms of the situation.
Drop Off: Each child must be signed in on the class attendance sheet by a parent, or the adult,
who is dropping them off. They must also be signed out at the end of the day and on Friday in the
space provided to verify their attendance for the week.
Communicating with Teachers: Our teachers’ first priority is your children! A
great way to communicate with the ELC teachers is via Brightwheel. When a teacher is teaching, or caring for their class, they will not respond immediately. They will however, reply as soon
as their schedule allows. Please avoid messaging after business hours. We want our teachers to
maintain a work-life balance by being able to separate school and home.
Special Services: Our teachers often recognize when a child may need special services. They
may recommend your child be screened for Speech, Occupational, or Physical Therapy. Should
your child qualify for special services and you choose to have your child seen while at the ELC
we will accommodate therapists with a space where they can work with your child individually and away from classroom distractions. Also, within 90 days of a child’s start date at the ELC,
teachers will administer the Brigance or Ages and Stages Screenings.
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LaFontaine Safety
Permission to Medicate Form: A form needs to be filled out each time before any medicine can
be administered to a child. There is a separate permission form for Epipens and/or inhalers. Each
permission form will dictate the dose and time medication is needed and be kept in the child’s
file.
Allergies: Parents need to notify the ELC in writing of their child’s allergies. The ELC will assess
on a year-to-year and case-by-case basis, if it will be a tree nut/peanut free school.
Social Media: The teacher of the ELC communicates daily via Brightwheel. This is our primary
way to communicate our classroom activities with you. We love to share what is going on in our
classrooms and it is a great way for you to talk with your child about their day. Also, be sure to
follow LaFontaine ELC on Facebook.
Media Release: Teachers will only post pictures of children with a signed media release on
Brightwheel posts or Facebook. If a students does not have a signed media release their photos
will only be posted on their individual Brightwheel feed.
Fire and Disaster Drills: The ELC teachers keep safety as their number one priority. The teacher
maintains compliance with state mandated fire, disaster drills and tornado drills as well as Lockdown drills. Our Duncannon location participates in CSEPP drills.
Incident Reports: As much as we wish that children may never get hurt at the ELC, we acknowledge that it may happen. ELC teachers are trained in First Aid and CPR and are fully educated on safety protocols.
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•

Should a child sustain an injury at the ELC an incident report will be written and sent home
with the child. A parent signature is required and a copy of the form will be kept on file at
the ELC. Reports will not be written for minor injuries however, parents/guardians will be
notified.

•

If one or more children are involved in an incident (ie. hitting, biting, colliding into each

LaFontaine Curriculum
Curriculum: We pride ourselves on the integrated curriculum we have built for our early learners.
You may view lesson samples by request or visit your child’s classroom to view printed copies.
Our structured environment allows children to learn through play, small group, and one-on-one
activities. Each class has a posted lesson plan that is followed throughout the week.
In each program, the students rotate through the following classes daily:
• Social Emotional Learning
• Math/Science
• Literacy/Language Development
• Explorations/Motor Skills
• An Extra Curricular class
It is important to note that our curriculum is intended to introduce children to a variety of concepts and that we do not expect mastery of any skill. We recognize that children develop and
learn at their own pace and we work with them at their level. They are also gaining social skills
everyday at an age appropriate level.
Academic Assessments/Developmental Screenings: In the fall and spring teachers will assess children individually or in small groups. This allows teachers to learn more about the child
and how to cater to their learning and/or developmental needs. It is also a tool for teachers and
parents to see how they can work together to help a child learn. It shows what areas the child
has shown growth in over the school year. Please note, many children are not interested in being
assessed, and although the teachers make it fun, it can be difficult to obtain an accurate picture
of a child’s academic skill set. We won’t force compliance. Twice a year Parent-Teacher conferences will be held to discuss progress of each student.
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What to Bring

Lunch and Snack: Children eat lunch in their homerooms. Parents are required to pack a
healthy lunch and two healthy snacks for their children each day. We ask that you include a fruit,
vegetable, dairy, protein, a grain, and a drink. Sugary items are okay, however, please keep them
to a minimum. We see first-hand the impact that healthy lunches have on a child’s day compared
to sugary and less healthy lunch options. Ice packs and thermoses help keep food warm and
cold. We do not have a refrigerator or a way to heat the lunch. Please label your child’s lunch box,
thermos, and ice pack with their name in case of loss.
Pizza Days: Once a month, we like to give parents a break from packing lunches. For $5.00 your
child will be served pizza and two sides. We use the proceeds of pizza days to fund our teacher
appreciation account. We use that account to provide extra perks for our teachers.
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Finances: For any questions or concerns regarding tuition,contact Jenny Jasinski at
jenny@lafontaineprep.org.
Returned Checks and Late Payments: For the first returned check there will be a $10 charge. For
any subsequent returned checks there will be a $25 charge. Tuition not received within 5 days of
the due date will be charged a $25 late fee.
Non-payment of tuition is grounds for immediate dismissal from our centers. Timely payments
are essential for continued enrollment at LaFontaine Early Learning Center. However, if you
anticipate difficulty in paying on time, please discuss this matter with our Director of Finance
immediately. Jenny Jasinski can be contacted by emailing jenny@lafontaineprep.org.
Withdrawing: Should you choose to withdraw your child, we require two weeks of notification.
Please inform Mrs. Karen Phillips at karen@lafontaineelc.org to state your child’s final day. If your
end date needs to be extended please email Mrs.
Phillips and she will determine our ability to accommodate an extension. Tuition will be prorated
for the unused weeks during your child’s last month. If two weeks notification is not received,
payment for that time is expected.
Pick Up List: Custodial parents and only those listed on the child’s approved
pick-up list are permitted to pick a child up. Driver’s licenses will be checked before a teachers
member will release a child. This practice may cease when the teachers becomes familiar with
the parents or approved pick-up persons. The child must be signed out on Brightwheel at the
time of pick up.
Parent “No Contact” List: If there is a person, or persons, your child is not allowed to be in contact with, the ELC will make every effort to satisfy your wishes. We may require additional documents stating the terms of the situation.
Drop Off: Each child must be signed in on the class attendance sheet by a parent, or the adult,
who is dropping them off. They must also be signed out at the end of the day and on Friday in the
space provided to verify their attendance for the week.
Communicating with Teachers: Our teachers’ first priority is your children! A
great way to communicate with the ELC teachers is via Brightwheel. When a teacher is teaching, or caring for their class, they will not respond immediately. They will however, reply as soon
as their schedule allows. Please avoid messaging after business hours. We want our teachers to
maintain a work-life balance by being able to separate school and home.
Special Services: Our teachers often recognize when a child may need special services. They
may recommend your child be screened for Speech, Occupational, or Physical Therapy. Should
your child qualify for special services and you choose to have your child seen while at the ELC
we will accommodate therapists with a space where they can work with your child individually and away from classroom distractions. Also, within 90 days of a child’s start date at the ELC,
teachers will administer the Brigance or Ages and Stages Screenings.
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LaFonaine Events

Calendar and ELC Teacher Contacts: The messaging feature on Brightwheel is the best way
you can reach any teacher member and also stay up to date with the happenings at the ELC.
Annual closure dates can be found on our website www.LafontaineELC.org. For reference, please
add them to yours.
Professional Development Days & Breaks: In an effort to maintain our facility as well as ensure
that our curriculum and teacher training hours are up-to-date we have scheduled Professional
Development days during the school year. Summer, spring, and winter breaks are scheduled to
give our teacher time to attend professional development trainings, deep clean the facility, and
prepare their classrooms as needed. A list of dates the ELC is closed located on our website: www.
lafontaineelc.org and on Brightwheel. For all dates that the ELC is closed, please see our website.
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Inclement Weather Policy: During winter storms, the ELC will follow the EKU main campus
delays and closings. Please stay tuned to Facebook and Brightwheel for updates and reminders
of this policy.
Birthdays: We love to celebrate special occasions with our ELC kids. We will seek to help your
child feel very special on their birthday. You may send in a special birthday treat to share with
their class. This is not required. However, you are welcome to participate in their birthday in this
way if you choose.
Holidays: For holidays throughout the year, we celebrate by having classroom parties. Signups
will be available for parents to bring in a special treat for their holiday party. Some of our holiday
parties include egg hunts, costume parties, outdoor picnics, games, singing, and dancing. Our
celebrations are during morning snack time from 9:40-10:05.
Family Involvement: We truly enjoy each child and strive to get to know the families. It is important to build relationships with our families and we do this in a variety of ways. We may decide to do things differently each year, but here are a few that have become tradition.
•

Christmas Spectacular is a holiday gathering for the whole family. Your children will have the
opportunity to participate in crafts and treats! Santa may also stop by to spread some Christmas cheer.

•

Reading Logs - It is never too early to start reading together as a family and the kids enjoy
keeping track of how many books they read!

•

Scholastic Book Fair - Once a year we hold a Scholastic Book Fair where families are invited
to shop for new books. Proceeds from the Book Fair help build a library for the ELC. This is in
addition to our monthly Scholastic Book Orders.

•

Turkeys! This is a fun artistic family project!

•

All About Me! Lining our halls with these smiling faces is a bright spot for us each year!

•

Back to School Night - We invite students and parents to tour the school and meet the teachers before the school year begins.

Please see the policies provided for sick, lice, potty, violent act, and the biting that applies
to your program as well.
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LaFonaine ELC Biting Policy
Explorers and Preschool

We acknowledge that biting is a natural developmental stage that many children go through. It is
usually a temporary condition that is most common between one & two years of age. The safety
and well-being of all the children at our center is our primary concern. Therefore, it is imperative
we address any biting issue with the utmost sensitivity and diligence.
If an incident of biting occurs, the parents of both children will be informed. If skin is broken or
a mark is apparent, this will be recorded in the form of an “Incident Report” and placed in each
child’s file. Incident reports are kept confidential. If a trend of biting from the same child is seen,
additional documentation in the form of a log will be kept. A trend may be one or more bites a day
or two to three bites throughout the week, whether a mark is apparent or not. Teachers and parents will work together to determine what may be causing the biting behavior and will work as a
team to find a solution to end the behavior. The staff at LaFontaine ELC will make every effort to
work with each family and handle each situation with the goal of obtaining favorable results for all
parties.
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1

If a child bites another child on the face and/or breaks the skin, the parent of the biting child
will be called to pick him/her up due to the severity of the bite. If the parent is not available,
or does not return a call within a reasonable time frame, the next person listed on the child’s
pick up list will be contacted and requested to pick up the child. He/she may return the next
school day.

2

If a child inflicts three (3) bites a conference will be held with the parents to discuss the
child’s behavior and how the behavior may be modified. If two (2) more biting incidents
occur the parents will be notified of the next step, suspension. Suspension from school will
be for the next five (5) consecutive school days.

3

Following suspension, if a child continues biting, the parents may be asked to make other
schooling and care arrangements. The end date of enrollment at LaFontaine ELC will be
effective at the
discretionof the Director of LaFontaine ELC.

Action taken for when a bite occurs:
•

A teacher will firmly say to the biter, “We do not bite. We use our words”. The child will be
placed away from other children to “take a break”. “Breaks” will be no more than one minute
per year of the child’s age.

•

A teacher will tend to the bitten child. They will clean the area with soap and water and apply
a band-aid or ice if needed. They will ensure they areemotionally okay.

•

A teacher will then talk with the child who bit. They will discuss why it is not appropriate to
bite and ask why they chose to bite the particular friend. They will discuss appropriate ways
to treat friends and use biting as an example as a way that makes a friend sad.

•

The child who bit will be asked to apologize to the other child.

Each time a child who is working through a biting behavior uses words instead of harmful actions
he/she will be praised and encouraged to continue to model that acceptable behavior.
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LaFonaine ELC Biting Policy
Seekers and Navigators

We acknowledge that biting is a natural developmental stage that many children go through. It is
usually a temporary condition that is most common between one & two years of age. The safety
and well-being of all the children at our center is our primary concern. Therefore, it is imperative
we address any biting issue with the utmost sensitivity and diligence.
If an incident of biting occurs, the parents of both children will be informed. If skin is broken or
a mark is apparent, this will be recorded in the form of an “Incident Report” and signed by each
child’s parent before being placed in each child’s file. Incident reports are kept confidential. All
biting incidents will also be documented in the form of a log. This will allow the staff at LaFontaine
ELC to determine the reason and help eliminate the biting. During the time it takes to determine
the cause the staff will keep extra eyes on the child(ren) who are doing the biting. This may mean
increased supervision (more staff in the classroom, less whole group activities, more one on one
time), constant positive reinforcement and redirection, developmental screenings to gage the need
for early intervention, lessons to promote positive ways of coping with frustration, and/or implementing the use of teething rings or toys. The staff at LaFontaine ELC will make every effort to
work with each family and handle each situation with the goal of obtaining favorable results for all
parties.
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1
2
3
4

If a child bites another child on the face and/or breaks the skin, the parent of the biting child
will be called to pick him/her up due to the severity of the bite. If the parent is not available,
or does not return a call within a reasonable time frame, the next person listed on the child’s
pick up list will be contacted and requested to pick up the child. He/she may return the next
school day.
If a child inflicts three (3) bites in one day, the parent of the biting child will be called to pick
him/her up. This allows the child to reset from their heightened emotional state and come
back with a fresh ___. If the parent is not available, or does not return a call within a reasonable time frame, the next person listed on the child’s pick up list will be contacted and requested to pick up the child. He/she may return the next school day.
If a child’s biting becomes excessive a formal conference will be held with the parent of that
child, the staff in the child’s classroom, and the director to form a biting plan. Excessive biting
is defined by five (5) bites in the span of one (1) week.
If biting continues after two weeks of implementing the child’s biting plan further action maybe taken. This action may include suspension or unenrollment.

Immediate actions taken for when a bite occurs:
•

A teacher will firmly say to the biter, “We do not bite. It hurts.” The child will be placed away from other children to “take a break”. “Breaks” will be no more than one minute per year of the child’s age.

•

A teacher will tend to the bitten child. They will clean the area with soap and water and apply a bandaid or ice if needed. They will ensure they are emotionally okay.

•

The child who bit will be asked to apologize to the other child.

Some common and developmentally appropriate causes of biting at this age are as follows:
Exploration – babies and young children explore the world around them using their senses, young
children do not always know the difference between gnawing on a toy and biting someone.
Teething – swelling gums can be painful and cause discomfort; this can be relieved by biting or chewing
on something.
Attention – when children are in a situation where they feel they are not receiving enough attention
biting is a quick way of becoming the centre of attention.
Communication – toddlers are trying very hard to be independent using phrases such as “me do it” and
“mine”. If a child wants a toy, another child is too close, or the child wants another child to do something
but they do not always have the knowledge or ability to communicate these things. This could lead to a
biting incident.
Frustration – children can be frustrated by a number of things, such as long waiting times before or after
transitions times. Wanting to do something independently, but not quite able to do it on their own.
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Potty Training Policy
All children enrolled and attending LaFontaine Early Learning Center’s Three Year Old Program
are expected to be Fully Potty Trained.
Reason for policy: LaFontaine Early Learning Center is designed to be a premier childcare
center dedicated to teaching our students. Our teacher’s primary focus is to provide quality care
while teaching using an interactive curriculum.
Definition of Fully Potty Trained: Child is able to determine on their own when he/she needs
to use the bathroom. Child is able to use the bathroom as developmentally appropriate for three
year olds to urinate and have a bowel movement as well as adequately clean themselves afterward with minimal assistance. There is no discipline in respect to toileting. While your child is
potty training the staff will coach and talk your child through how to independently potty. The
staff will not however do the above mentioned acts for the child while potty training is taking
place.
Readiness: Potty training typically starts while in the two year old program but we will work with
you and your child to start this task when your child is ready. We ask that you start potty training
at home, preferably over a long weekend to kick start the process and allow your child to start a
outine.
Some signs we look for before initiating potty training are as follows:
• The child uses verbal skills to let you know when they are wet/had a BM and/or they are
using the bathroom.
•

The child is remaining dry and clean for longer periods of time and/or waking up from nap dry
consistently.

•

Is physically capable of learning to potty. This means they can learn to pull up and down their
pants and underwear, dress and undress themselves, and wipe themselves.

Pull Ups/Diapers are not to be used during potty training. All potty training students will be
required to wear underwear at all times while attending school. We strongly suggest you maintain this practice at home as well in order to maintain consistency.
Accidents: We understand, acknowledge, and expect that occasional accidents will occur.
However, to ensure the integrity of our teaching program, it is necessary for us to address excessive accidents. If a student’s accidents become more frequent or excessive (excessive accidents
is defined by more than 3 in one day) the staff of Lafontaine Early Learning Center will suggest
that you take a break and resume potty training at a later date.
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Preschool Potty Training Policy
Reason for policy: LaFontaine Early Learning Center is designed to be a premier childcare
center dedicated to teaching three-year-olds. Our teacher’s primary focus is to provide quality
care while teaching using an interactive curriculum.
Definition of Fully Potty Trained: Child is able to determine on their own when he/she needs
to use the bathroom. Child is able to use the bathroom as developmentally appropriate for three
year olds to urinate and have a bowel movement as well as adequately clean themselves afterward with minimal assistance. There is no discipline in respect to toileting.
Pull Ups/Diapers are not allowed. This indicates potty training is still in progress.
Accidents: We understand and acknowledge that occasional accidents will occur. However, to
ensure the integrity of our teaching program, it is necessary for us to address repeated accidents.
We do take into consideration transitioning to a new school may take a few days and we will look
at each child individually and assess on a case by case basis.

Repeated Accidents and Plan of Action:
A transition period of five (5) days will be given to each child from their start date.
After the the transitional period is over, if the child has two or more incidents within five (5) days,
the teacher will address this concern with the parent as well as inform the directors of LaFontaine ELC. Together, a plan will be discussed on how to prevent future accidents. At this time,
documentation will be started to track progress. We may expect progress to be made within five
(5) days.
If adequate progress has not been made within five (5) days, the teacher will again address this
concern with the parents and the ELC directors. At the end of the five (5) days of documentation and if the child has not shown a marked improvement, LaFontaine ELC reserves the right to
assume the child is not potty trained and therefore does not meet the Fully Potty Trained requirement stated on the enrollment form. At this time, we may recommend to the parents to keep the
child home or seek alternative care until they are Fully Potty Trained. We will continue to hold the
child’s spot for two (2) weeks as long as payment has already been applied for the time in question. (Payment is non-refundable). If after the two (2) weeks, the child still has not become Fully
Potty Trained, LaFontaine ELC reserves the right to disenroll the child and open the spot up to
another child.
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LaFontaine ELC Head Lice Policy
It is our goal to ensure the health and well-being of each child at LaFontaine Early Learning Center.

What are Lice?
Head lice are tiny, wingless insects that live on the human scalp. They are about as big as sesame seeds. Head lice sustain themselves by sucking blood—just as mosquitoes do. However,
unlike mosquitoes, lice cannot fly or jump from one person to another; they can only crawl.
Children often get head lice from head-to-head contact with other children, but may also get
them by sharing personal items such as hats, combs, or headbands. The most common head lice
symptom is itching. If you notice your child scratching their head, especially at the nape of their
neck, or behind their ears, check for lice. Head lice have the ability to spread quickly.
•

In the event a child has contracted Lice, the following steps will be taken to ensure the spread
of it to other children.

•

If a parent notices lice on their child’s head, it is their responsibility to notify the staff of LaFontaine ELC and keep their child home from school to treat it. The child will be asked to remain
home until the lice is completely eradicated. There are many good products and websites to
refer to for treatment, or contact your family physician. There is also a Lice Clinic that guarantees success located in Lexington.

•

No-nit policy - A child cannot return to the ELC unless every louse egg has been combed
from his/her hair. The ELC staff will check returning students and send them home if any nits
are found.

•

If an ELC teacher notices lice, or nits on a child’s head, they will contact the parent to pick up
the child from the ELC. If a parent is unavailable, they will contact others listed on the child’s
approved pick up list until someone is reached and available to pick up the child.

•

All nap bedding for the affected child, and the children sharing the nap classroom, will be
bagged and sent home to be washed.

•

All soft toys, cushions, dress up clothes, and hats will be bagged and washed by the ELC
teachers.

•

ELC staff will notify parents whose children share the classroom with the affected child. If
deemed necessary, the ELC staff will notify all parents at the ELC.
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LaFontaine Sick Policy

If a child begins to show signs of not feeling well, a teacher will notify the parent or guardian.
After notification, a close eye will be kept on the child to see if he/she shows better or worsening
changes. In cases of fever, vomiting, or diarrhea, an ELC teacher will contact a parent to pick up
the child within the hour. If a parent/guardian is not able to be reached, the teacher will contact
the next person on the Approved Pick Up List. In the meantime, the sick child will be separated
from the rest of the class. Students may return to school after being symptom free for a 24 hour
period.
Fever - If your child has a fever, please do not send them to school. We require a child to be fever
free for 24 hours before they may return to the ELC. If a child develops a fever of 100 degrees or
higher while at the ELC, a parent (or approved pick up person) will be contacted and asked to
pick up your child within one hour.
Pink Eye - This is highly contagious! Please do not send your child to school if you suspect Pink
Eye. We require a child to have 24 hours worth of prescription eye drops before they may return
to the ELC.
Diarrhea - As we are limited on assisting the children while in the restroom, we ask that you
keep your child home until his/her symptoms are resolved. If your Child has 3 loose stools they
will be sent home.
Lice - See lice policy
Rashes and illnesses - If your child has a rash or illness, please do not send them to school. We
require students to be symptom free for 24 hours before returning to school.
COVID-19 - If you or anyone in your household exhibits symptoms of COVID-19 or your child
has come in contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19 your child will not be permitted to
return until current guidelines allow. These symptoms may include fever, sore throat, dry cough,
and/or congestion.
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Aggressive Behavior Policy
During the first few years of life children’s brains are developing rapidly while they are learning to
process their thoughts and feelings. They are becoming aware of the world around them and all
of the feelings that they have while lacking the communication skills and/or vocabulary to voice
these feelings. Just as we adults sometimes have a hard time processing feelings and changes,
children do too. As they navigate the world around them it is our duty as parents, guardians, and
teachers to work with them to help them process everything. Often children are overwhelmed by
their thoughts resulting in behaviors that need guidance.
Aggression is a part of every child’s healthy development. While an infant may push or pull
objects, smack, or pull hair it is done in the same playful spirit seen in their play. As children
become older and able to process their ‘anger’ or ‘frustration’ and learn to distinguish the separation of ‘you’ and ‘me’ these same behaviors become more intentionally aggressive. Children do
not instinctively know the concepts of cause and effect or how to regulate their behavior towards
others. They are often caught up in the pleasure of assertiveness, not anticipating the result of
their behavior. However, when the behavior of a child becomes intentionally aggressive it is imperative to work together with teachers and parents/guardians to overcome
this stage of development.
Aggressive behavior is defined by an action in which intentional physical harm occurs or their
behavior results in safety concerns for the other students or teachers in their classroom. Students
who exhibit aggressive behavior will be worked with on a case by case basis. When the child is
able to relay their actions and their emotions in discussions with teachers and/or parents/guardians we are able to see that their actions are not developmental exploration and have become a
safety concern. In this case the following actions and procedures will be followed:
If an incident of an intention injury occurs, the parents/guardians of both students will be informed. If a student is injured this will be documented in the form of an “Incident Report”. All
reports will be kept confidential. Additional documentation for each student will be kept in the
form of a log. This log serves to show a trend. If a trend of aggressive behavior is seen from the
same child, additional measures will be taken as shown below. A trend may be one or more
intentional incidents a day or two to three intentional incidents in a week or more than three in
a month, whether an injury is apparent or not. Teachers and parents will work together to determine what may be causing the aggressive behavior and will work as a team to find a solution to
end the behavior. The staff at LaFontaine ELC will make every effort to work with each family and
handle each situation with the goal of obtaining favorable results for all parties.
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4

Observe and Learn:
With the first (1) act of intentional injury or aggressive behavior there will be documentation
in the form of a Behavior Report. Parents of the child will receive a copy of this report. The
behavior will be logged for easy tracking purposes. Both the eport and log will serve as a
tool for teachers and parents to work through aggressive behavior together.
Some of the things teachers and directors will be looking for are:
• Are there any external factors at home or school?
• Is there a pattern to the behavior? (time, person, ect.)
• What happened before the behavior occurred?
Behavior Plan
After the second (2) incident of aggressive behavior the teacher(s) and leaders of the
school will work together to create a behavior plan for the student. The parents/guardians
of the student may be asked to get involved in this plan as well. The plan will be shared
and/or discussed with the parents.
If a child inflicts three (3) intentional and/or aggressive injuries to another student or a
teacher the parents/guardians will be asked to attend a conference to discuss the child’s
behavior and how the behavior may be modified. During this meeting therapy services or
modifying of those services may be suggested. If two (2) more intentional and/or aggressive injuries to another student or a teacher the parents will be notified of the next step,
suspension. Suspension from school will be for the next five (5) consecutive school days.
Following suspension, if a child continues to exhibit aggressive behavior, the parents may
be asked to make other schooling and care arrangements. The end date of enrollment at
LaFontaine ELC will be effective at the discretion of the Director of LaFontaine ELC.
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THANK YOU!

Thank you for trusting LaFontaine Early Learning Center to provide your
child’s early childhood education. We understand that you didn’t make this
important decision lightly. Studies reveal that investments in early childhood
education create foundations for future successes. Those successes might
look academic or they might be more subtle. Children that are loved and
nurtured stand a greater likelihood of enjoying social and emotional health.
Our goal is to set a complete foundation for your child while they are in our
care. We’ll help you with the great responsibility that comes with parenthood
and you can help us with your support, communication, and involvement.
We’re a team in this endeavor! We want to honor your investment in your child
by providing a great standard of care. Thank you again for your trust.

